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Mobile Commerce World is the only event of its kind designed to help
business and technology executives create the most effective mobile
commerce strategies for their companies.
As businesses worldwide are determining their mobile business strategies,
Mobile Commerce World is the only event for business executives and
decision-makers to learn the state of the practice of mobile commerce
today. Mobile Commerce World arms executives with the strategies and
tactics that enable them to capitalize on the emergence of this new
commerce platform.
Mobile Commerce World brings together the entire mobile commerce
ecosystem and presents a comprehensive, three-day conference program
with more than 50 sessions and 150-plus experts, along with an exhibit of
the leading system providers, all focused on educating the next generation
of retailers and businesses who are now developing their enterprise and/or
product mobile commerce strategy.
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Mobile Commerce: State of the Market

Although fragmented, fraught with challenges, and hugely complex because of the large
number and variety of companies involved, mobile commerce is growing at a breathtaking
pace. Gartner shows global mobile transaction volume and value averaging 42% annual
growth between 2011 and 2016, and the consultancy forecasts a market worth $617 billion
with 448 million users by 2016. In November, IDC said that worldwide mobile payments will
reach $1 trillion by 2017. This forecast includes all mobile commerce components, including
payments, shopping and transfer. And the U.S. Federal Reserve announced that, between
March 2011 and March 2012, 21% of smartphone owners had done some form of mobile
banking.
Almost all businesses can take part in the mobile commerce ecosystem. However, choosing
the right approach requires understanding whom to partner with now and in the future and
what technologies and approaches are most likely to succeed.
A huge variety of companies are jostling for position in this space: Internet giants including
Amazon, Apple and Google; cellular operators; financial institutions such as banks, credit card
companies and PayPal; and new entrants like Square and LevelUp.
In this report, we’ll begin with a market overview; outline various ways in which businesses
can implement mobile commerce; discuss the key players, industry initiatives and mobile
payment types, such as NFC-based wallets versus cloud-based approaches; touch on mobile
banking; and then consider application development approaches, including Web-based
versus mobile apps, as well as mobile application platforms. We’ll conclude with general
recommendations.
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Market Overview: Path to a Trillion Dollars
The term “mobile commerce” means different things to different people. That’s not surprising given that commerce itself is a hugely
complex topic, and with mobile technology
becoming incorporated into so many aspects
of our lives, mobile commerce can encompass everything from using near field communication technology to transfer payment
information to a point-of-sale terminal to receiving a promotional coupon for a discounted cup of coffee. Meanwhile, the complexities that always apply to developing
mobile applications are compounded in
mobile commerce by the financial and security dimensions as well as the required integration of mobile commerce systems into
core IT, financial and inventory management,
and delivery systems.
We started talking about the potential of
mobile commerce a decade ago, in books and
articles, stating that combining e-commerce
developments with mobile computing would
create an industry with unbelievable potential.
reports.informationweek.com
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Like many promising technologies, mobile
commerce did not take off quite as quickly as
expected, but hold on to your smartphones,
because it’s poised to make up for lost time. In

addition to rosy outlooks from leading
research firms, a recent predictions survey for
the mobile industry by Chetan Sharma identified mobile payments as the leading break-

Figure 1

Mobile Computing Initiatives
To what extent are the following mobile computing initiatives deployed within your organization?
Widespread deployment

Limited deployment

Pilot testing

Evaluating

No plans

Employee access to corporate apps via personal devices

41%

29%

11%

14%

5%

Mobile version of our customer website

39%

14%

10%

27%

10%

Mobile app(s) for customers

37%

24%

10%

21%

8%

Mobile app(s) for employees

25%

29%

12%

23%

11%

Location-based services tied to mobile apps

16%

15%

10%

30%

29%

Mobile version of our employee website

16%

12%

10%

39%

23%

Mobile app store for employees

10%

11%

9%

32%

Data: InformationWeek Survey of 2012 InformationWeek 500 Executives, June 2012
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through category for 2013.
Our model for mobile commerce is that it
constitutes three categories of activities:
e-commerce conducted with mobile devices
(smartphones, tablets); mobile payments
(NFC wallets and cloud wallets); and mobile
money management (including transfers
and banking).
One form of mobile commerce is informational. Many shoppers use their tablets to
research what to buy ahead of time, and then
use their smartphones to assist with their
shopping. Perception Research Services found
that, in a survey of 1,450 U.S. consumers, 54%
said they owned smartphones, and half indicated they use these devices while shopping,
performing such tasks as checking prices,
reading reviews, finding promotions and
gathering other product information.
Companies on the leading edge of mobile
commerce are generating huge revenues:
According to Internet Retailer’s Mobile 400
Guide, the top earners were Amazon, with $4
billion in sales in 2012 and 100% growth over
2011; Apple, with $1.17 billion and 25%
reports.informationweek.com
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Figure 2

IT Contribution to Business Growth
In which of the following ways has your IT organization helped drive business growth in the past 12 months?
2012

2011

Developed a revenue-generating product or service

58%
53%
Embedded our IT intellectual property into a new product or service

51%
44%
Licensed information technology to third-party providers

12%
12%
Other

22%
22%
Note: Multiple responses allowed
Base: 500 respondents in June 2012 and 500 in June 2011
D

growth; Marriott, with $750 million and 127%
growth; and Orbitz with $700 million and
300% growth.
Significant market dynamics are pushing
people away from traditional bank accounts
and payment methods. As of September, Apple had sold 400 million iOS devices, each one
requiring an iTunes account for downloading
applications. With each iTunes account tied to

R5320912/7

a credit card, Apple makes it extremely easy
to purchase any number of items. Meanwhile,
Starbucks is conducting 2 million mobile
transactions per week and has completed
more than 100 million mobile payment transactions since it launched its mobile app in
January 2011.
With mobile broadband becoming a huge
industry and two-thirds of new mobile phones
March 2013 7
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purchased in the U.S. being smartphones,
according to Nielsen, the drivers for mobile
commerce are numerous. They include:
• Expansion of 4G networks worldwide and
widespread success of mobile broadband.
• Huge uptake of smartphones and tablets.
2011 marked the year that more smartphones
were sold than desktop PCs, and the trend has
continued.
• Consolidation of mobile operating systems
simplifying mobile app development.
• Large initial success by leaders such as
Amazon, Apple, eBay and Google.
• Advancement of associated mobile
security technologies.
• Existence and acceptance of new payment
technologies such as Google Wallet, PayPal
Here and Square.
The benefits for companies are obvious —
mobile commerce represents additional revenue. Increasingly, organizations that lack
clear and effective mobile commerce strategies will be giving up sales.
Nevertheless, success is not guaranteed
because there are factors that are inhibiting

Mobile Commerce: State of the Market

this market, including:
• Fragmentation in mobile payment
technologies (NFC versus cloud, multiple NFC
wallet initiatives, multiple cloud initiatives)
• The existence of other stable and proven
payment methods
• Complex regulations
• Security concerns

• Consumer friction, as people are unaware
of new payment options, skeptical of them or
content to keep using existing methods
Many Scenarios for Different Businesses
Given the breadth and diversity of the
mobile commerce ecosystem, the question
is this: What is the best course of action for

Figure 3

Custom Business Applications for Mobile Devices
Does your organization have plans to build and use custom business applications for mobile devices?

Not yet, but we plan to
Yes

31%
33%

9%
Don’t know

27%
No, and we have no plans to do so

Data: InformationWeek 2011 Mobile Device Management and Security Survey of 323 business technology
professionals, August 2011

R3321011/7
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any given business?
Based on our interviews with companies
supplying mobile application platforms,

Figure 4

Mobile Commerce: State of the Market

most are emphasizing development of mobile versions of existing e-commerce systems, principally with mobile Web pages, but

Mobile Commerce Diversity
Type of Business

Mobile Commerce Opportunity

Business with website that describes
products or services

Develop mobile version of website

Business with e-commerce website

• Develop a version of the site that works well with mobile browsers
• Develop mobile apps for smartphones and tablets, realizing smartphone and tablet versions may be different

Business offering discount coupons

• Make these available electronically and automatically
• Provide shopping lists
• Integrate with a mobile wallet platform

Business with brick-and-mortar stores

• Implement mobile point-of-sale systems, like those at Home Depot and Nordstrom, that let employees check customers out
anywhere in the store. Alternatively, station people on the floor with mobile devices to assist shoppers.
• Support mobile wallets (cloud or NFC) at point of sale.
• Shoppers increasingly use stores as showrooms, often checking on their smartphones to see if prices may be lower elsewhere
or online. Businesses need to be proactive in engaging customers to entice them to purchase in the store.

Business selling products at remote or mobile locations

Accept credit/debit card payments or purchase or validate tickets using systems such as Square or PayPal Here;
Amtrak conductors can, for example, use iPhones to scan tickets or a code presented on a traveler’s iPhone.

Extension of social commerce to mobile scenarios

• Social commerce is already prevalent — shoppers can obtain advice from friends and can rate products.
• With social networking increasingly performed on mobile devices and via mobile apps, companies can follow Wal-Mart’s lead and
mobilize social marketing efforts.

Businesses using electronic signs, kiosks,
vending machines

Not covered in this report but worth mentioning is the use of mobile data to integrate electronic signage with e-commerce systems.

also mobile applications.
The principal motivation for mobile versions
of e-commerce Web pages is the rapid rise of
shopping performed on phones or tablets;
according to ComScore, this has risen from 3%
of e-commerce retail sales in the third quarter
of 2010 to 10% in the same period of 2012.
In our interviews, integration with mobile
wallets is one area that many businesses are
monitoring but have not yet made a priority.
Why? The complexity of mobile wallet systems is such that many hesitate to commit at
this stage, although this is likely to change
over the next several years.
Figure 4 summarizes the diversity of mobile
commerce opportunities.
Mobile Payments Overview: The NFC
Versus Cloud Battle
In the mobile payments industry, the
biggest divide is between device- and cloudbased approaches. Device-based approaches
rely on near field communication, which we
discuss in this report.The basis of an NFC wallet is that it incorporates a secure element,

R6600313/1
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usually hardware such as a SIM card, which
stores user financial information, such as
credit cards, debit cards, prepaid balances or
links to bank accounts. The user enables the
wallet with a password or personal identification number, at which point transactions are
possible by simply touching the phone on an
NFC-enabled point-of-sale terminal.
In contrast, a cloud-based approach involves
all the user information being stored in the
cloud and being accessible from an app on
the mobile device. Stored information is similar to what would be kept in the secure
element of the NFC wallet. In retail situations,
users can complete a transaction by entering
a PIN or by using a QR code.
The fundamental trade-off is that the cloudbased approach requires less infrastructure in
the retail environment and works on any
smartphone, but it’s not as simple to use at
the point of sale, or POS. Another major difference is that it is easier to add and update financial information to a cloud wallet than to
an NFC-based wallet. Perhaps the future of
payments will be a hybrid of device and cloud
reports.informationweek.com
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systems. Certainly in these early days, businesses integrating mobile commerce apps
with payment systems should be as flexible as
possible and refrain from committing to approaches that curtail future options.

Regardless of wallet type used, the wallet
system enables aggregation of user spending
information. For companies like Google that
already accumulate massive quantities of
information about users’ Internet behavior,

Figure 5

Mobile Commerce App Integration
Coupons/Promotions
Point-of-Sale Payment Systems

Existing E-Commerce Systems
Smartphone/Tablet
Mobile Commerce App or Web Page
Security

User Location
Inventory Systems

Current Advertising/Media Themes
S6600313/7
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combining product searches with user location and ultimately payments will make for a
compelling portfolio of data that comprehensively captures user behavior. Some compa-

Mobile Commerce: State of the Market

nies will be better positioned than others to
create this complete profile of users, and this
data could prove a source of competitive advantage, especially in attracting advertisers.

Figure 6

Cloud-Based Wallet Provider
Cloud Wallet Provider

Comments

Amazon

The e-commerce giant already offers a “Checkout by Amazon” platform for mobile and facilitates shopping with its Kindle Fire tablet.

Apple Passport

Many expected the iPhone 5 to support NFC. Instead, Apple, for the moment, is pursuing a cloud approach combined with scanning a QR for transaction
completion. Just released, so acceptance not yet known.

Groupon

The Groupon Merchants app and card reader is a recent entry to the market. The app also lets users redeem Groupon vouchers, and businesses can get
real-time business reports in the online Payments Center.

Intuit

Already well-established in personal and small-business finance.

LevelUp

Stores scan a bar code presented on a smartphone that is based on a user’s smartphone credit card.

Mobile operators

Operators already allow purchases to postpaid billing accounts and as a group are pursuing a unified virtual store.

PayPal

Owned by eBay. PayPal also has a system called PayPal Here that allows merchants to scan credit cards with a small reader plugged into a smartphone;
this competes with Square.

Paydiant

Offers an SDK for retailers and banks to embed mobile wallet and contactless payment functionality into their own apps.

Square

Starbucks is major investor. Uses GPS to show a picture to a store clerk for streamlined checkout in which user has only to provide his or her name.
Also offers a reader that can be plugged into a smartphone to allow merchants to easily scan credit cards.

SRD Wireless

Technology called Cloud Wallet.

Starbucks

Starbucks has been successful in developing a closed payment system specific to its offerings.

Let’s discuss the technology and market circumstances of each approach in greater detail.
Cloud-Based: Easier but Less Friendly
A number of companies are pursuing cloudbased wallet and payment approaches, some
formidable like Apple and Google, and others
relatively unknown, like startup LevelUp.
Cloud wallets generally include the following
components:
• A smartphone-downloadable application
>> The ability for users to store their payment information on the provider’s servers
• Payment by presenting a PIN or bar code
(including QR) that is scanned by the POS
terminal
Figure 5 provides information about some
of the leading cloud-wallet providers.
Hedging its bets, Google has released a
cloud-based version of the Google Wallet app.
The cloud approach means all card information is stored on Google servers rather than
on the device, and Google issues a wallet ID
(a virtual card number), which is stored in the
secure storage area of the phone. Google has

R6600313/2
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also added security features for disabling
mobile wallets on lost devices.
You might also consider mobile-operator
billing as a cloud-based billing platform. For
postpaid customers, the operator already has
the means to collect funds from subscribers.
Charging to the phone account is already
happening, especially for items that the operator sells directly, like accessories and apps
from affiliated stores. One company working
to support operator billing is Facebook; see
some specifics here. “We’re working with
operators around the world to minimize the
number of steps needed to complete a transaction in mobile Web apps, which will make it
easier for hundreds of millions of people
worldwide to purchase apps on their device
via operator billing,” Douglas Purdy, Facebook’s director of product management,
wrote in a recent blog post.
AT&T, Deutsche Telekom, Vodafone Group,
Verizon Wireless and Telefónica are reported
to be working together for an interlinked
virtual app store. “Interlinked” means a
customer of one operator will be able to
© 2013 InformationWeek, Reproduction Prohibited
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purchase items from the other operators’
stores, which will also have common APIs for
developers. One common problem is how to
develop applications that work across multiple operators, so these and similar paymentrelated APIs will be attractive to developers.
Mobile Wallets and NFC: Difficult Magic
The promise of NFC is convenience: Users
simply tap their phones to purchase items or
to present tickets at an event, and the method
eases electronic integration with promotional
campaigns (coupons) and loyalty programs.
It’s easy to be seduced by the NFC vision,
since actual operation is so smooth. Figure 8
lists some NFC wallet initiatives and the companies involved.
Companies globally are exploring ways they
might work together to develop this market.
For example, in December, French telecom
company Orange signed a memorandum of
understanding with China Mobile for SIMcard-based NFC wallets.
Cracking this market open is proving challenging, however. Even though Gartner pegs

Figure 7

3 Cloud-Based Wallet
Pros, Cons
Pros:
>> Does not require change to POS
infrastructure.
>> Major players such as Apple and
PayPal have cloud-wallet initiatives,
legitimizing this approach.
>> Can be integrated at POS with PIN
or QR entry.
Cons:
>> Fragmentation due to multiple wallet providers. Somewhat low barriers to entry could result in even
more service providers.
>> Awkward for users at POS compared with NFC or credit/debit
cards.
>> Requires Internet connectivity.

Android as owning 72% of the global market
share of smartphones, Google has encountered a slow start with Google Wallet. Factor
in slow rollout of Isis Mobile Wallet and no
support for NFC in iPhone 5, and Juniper Research recently lowered its most recent foreMarch 2013 12
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casts of global NFC transac- Figure 8
battery died will give many
tions in 2017 from $180 billion
pause when asked to relinKey NFC Wallet Initiatives
to $110 billion. Still, most forequish their wallets.
NFC Wallet Initiative
Companies Involved, Comments
casters do expect eventual
Another drag is loyalty proC-SAM
C-SAM, MasterCard; emphasis on Asia Pacific, Middle East and Africa
adoption of the technology.
grams. Many consumers use
Google Wallet
Sprint, MasterCard, First Data, Citi
For example, Frost & Sullivan
particular credit cards to earn
Isis
AT&T, T-Mobile, Verizon, GSMA, Discover. Forthcoming Samsung Galaxy
predicts that 42.3% of mobile
frequent flier miles or other
S4
will
support
Isis.
payments in Europe in 2015
rewards. This has created conMicrosoft Windows
will be based on NFC.
siderable stickiness that digital
Phone 8 Wallet
Microsoft; incorporated into Windows Phone 8
Our view is that slow adopwallets will have to overcome
Serve (Wallet)
American Express
tion is not only because of
through programs of their
fragmentation and difficult
own that either duplicate curTrustonic (Trusted Execution
Environments on ARM processors) ARM, Gemalto, Giesecke & Devrient
technical issues, but also berent rewards or introduce
cause digital wallets will have
even more attractive ones.
Vodafone (Wallet)
CorFire, Gemalto, Vodafone
to replace everything in our
What could help propel
Visa Digital Wallet
Visa, Intel, Orange, Vodafone
wallets if they are to be truly
adoption of NFC, however, are
R6600313/3
useful. That includes driver’s licaptivating usages outside of
mobile commerce. For example, Hyundai is
censes, medical insurance information along or a vacation with just a tablet was feasible.
with drug benefits, coupons and loyalty cards.
One practical consideration is the battery testing its Connectivity Concept for cars reachAll that is feasible, except for perhaps the dri- life of smartphones. With batteries already ing production in 2015 that will allow users to
ver’s license, but it hasn’t happened yet. One taxed by huge, bright displays and high- lock and unlock their cars by placing their
can draw an analogy to tablet computers that speed networks like LTE, users often struggle smartphones over an NFC-tag. Blue Butterfly,
took off once a user could do almost anything to get a whole day’s life out of their phones. a company in the U.K., has developed a prodon the tablet that could be done on a desktop The thought that they might not be able to uct called TapToWifi that allows public venues
or netbook. Suddenly, going on a business trip pay or present identification because their to provide Wi-Fi service by which users simply
March 2013 13
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tap their phones on a designated area to set
up a hotspot connection. These initiatives are
a good start; however, it will take many applications like them to create the perception of
NFC being an indispensable technology, one
that people expect to be able to consistently
use in a logical and helpful fashion.
Andy Grove of Intel famously said that a
new technology has to offer 10 times the performance, which might also be interpreted as
being 10 times as useful, for a revolution to
occur. It’s not at all clear that NFC yet offers a
tenfold benefit over existing approaches,
although that is likely to change over the next
three to five years.
The complexity of NFC also derives from the
number of different companies that have to
coordinate technology and services, as illustrated in Figure 10.
The GSM architecture shown in Figure 10assumes that the secure element containing
the financial information is the phone SIM
card. However, the SE could also be a microSD
card or the trusted memory of the phone
itself, although this latter method is considreports.informationweek.com
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ered less secure.
Central to this ecosystem is the Trusted
Service Manager, which acts as the intermediary among network operators, device vendors
and other service providers. The Trusted Service Manager interacts with the SE to download and manage credentials, including disabling credentials for lost phones, so this
vendor also plays a crucial role in the ecosystem. One thing that’s important to understand with the NFC model is that whoever
owns the secure element in the wallet “owns”
the wallet. Hence, business models can vary
depending on the type of entity (mobile operator versus credit card company versus
handset OS vendor) trying to control the
ecosystem.
NFC communication is governed by the
following standards: ISO/IEC 7816 for smart
cards and ISO/IEC 14443 for contactless proximity cards. These standards, however, govern
only low-level communications and do not address higher-level architectural aspects. Other
relevant specifications come from the NFC Forum, which recently completed an NFC Con-

Figure 9

11 NFC Wallet Pros, Cons
Pros:
>> Enhanced promotions/sales/customer loyalty.
>> Phone can eventually replace wallet with payment, identification, loyalty programs, medical
insurance and other vital information.
>> 2015 EMV (Europay, MasterCard and Visa) requirements by Visa, MasterCard and Discover
will drive NFC capability at point of sale.
Cons:
>> Complex ecosystem involving multiple players.
>> Fragmentation due to multiple wallet providers.
>> Security risks (loss of phone, possible radio
transmission of sensitive information, compromised POS systems).
>> Benefits to consumers are not currently obvious,
much less compelling.
>> Currently available in only a small number of
devices.
>> Simpler approaches available, such as QR
scanning at point of sale.
>> Phone limitations (doing something else with
phone at time of purchase such as a voice call,
limited battery life).
>> Potential need for phone to replace all cards,
including such sensitive items as driver’s license,
health insurance and drug benefits, to be truly
useful.
March 2013 14
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troller Interface Technical Specification that
should assist with mobile commerce applications by defining a standard interface within
an NFC device between an NFC controller and
the device’s application processor.
Applications: Considering the Entire
Ecosystem
Developers of mobile commerce applications face a challenging situation. Not only do
they have all the normal considerations
involved in developing a mobile application,
they have to address a host of other issues,
including integration with:
• Existing e-commerce systems
• Mobile payment systems
• Advertising and promotions, such as
coupons
• Inventory control
• Location of users
• Security
• Agencies managing appearance, such as
logos and other branding concerns
The fundamental decision factors in developing a mobile commerce app are:
reports.informationweek.com
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Figure 10

NFC Ecosystem
The GSM Association architecture for NFC payments shows the key technology components: The secure element (SIM
card); the Trusted Service Manager (TSM); the SIM card issuer (typically a mobile network operator); the handset, which
includes the NFC payment application; an NFC-enabled point-of-sale system and service provider (retailers and banks);
and the application owner (mobile commerce vendors like Google).

BB+ App Processor
OS and UI
App
SIM

Service Provider

Handset
OEM

Contactless
Interface

Contactless
Merchant
POS

OTA NFC Service Manager
Contactless Service Management Platform
SIM Card Management System

Application
Provider
Information
System

Application Owner
Application Owner
Information System

TSM
Trusted Service Manager Performed
by MNO or trusted third party

MNO
Card issuer

SIM Card Management System

SIM Card Manufacturer
Smart card provider

Data: GSM Association

• Do we extend an existing e-commerce
platform to mobile or treat mobile separately?
• Do we develop in-house or outsource to an

R

R6600313/4

integration firm or interactive agency?
• Do we create native clients or focus on
Web-based HTML5?
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• Do we use a general-purpose mobile platform, a mobile commerce point product or
some other service platform?
For any business today that employs some
form of e-commerce, the most logical first
step is to make a mobile-optimized version of
the site. So many customers are using smartphones and tablets for general Web activities
that thwarting them in purchasing over the
Web means lost sales. Independently, businesses can decide if they should have a mobile application that provides the same or enhanced functionality.
One consideration is that smartphone apps
usually need to be modified to run on tablets
to provide an optimum user experience. Moreover, usage models between smartphones
and tablets are quite different. Smartphone
users are likely to be using the app while out
and about, whereas tablet users may be shopping from the comfort of their living rooms in
the evening. Another consideration is that developers have to provide separate versions of
the app for different mobile operating systems, unless you focus on HTML5, which
© 2013 InformationWeek, Reproduction Prohibited
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MOBILE BANKING

Mobile Banking: A Quick Mention

T

he third category in our mobile commerce model is mobile banking; we’ll
touch on in it here, and for more information, check out our Bank Systems &
Technology Channel.
Typical services include inquiring about
balances, performing account-to-account
transfers, sending money to other people,
paying bills, opening accounts, locating
ATMs or branches, even applying for loans or
credit extensions. Forrester expects U.S. mobile banking to double over the next five
years, reaching 108 million people by 2017,
or 46% of bank account holders.

comes with its own challenges.
A mobile commerce application or Web
page potentially can have many different
features, including a shopping cart; checkout
capabilities, including express checkout; prod-

In the United States, new rules adopted in
January 2011 to support mobile Automated
Clearinghouse payments have driven interest, while overseas, Vodafone has broadly
deployed a banking service called M-Pesa.
Tailored for poor communities, M-Pesa is
available in seven countries, including India,
Kenya and Tanzania. The technology allows
users with mobile phones to deposit, withdraw and transfer money; pay bills; and purchase airtime. Fierce Wireless reports that
the success of M-Pesa has spurred development of 140 similar systems in 65 countries,
mostly emerging markets.

uct images; bar-code support; click-to-call;
customer reviews; access to loyalty accounts,
gift registries and store locators; site search;
price comparisons and in-store availability;
featured products; and special offers. Business
March, 2013 16
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must work with developers to decide which
of these features are most important.
An example of a product that can take
existing e-commerce Web assets and transform them automatically to a mobile website
and mobile apps is Moovweb. Moovweb uses
a patent-pending site virtualization technology that enables a mobile site or app to
inherit 100% of the content, features and
business logic of a desktop site. With this as a
starting point, front-end developers use the
free Moovweb software development kit to
customize the mobile experience, which is
then pushed live to Moovweb’s high-performance, secure cloud-based infrastructure.
The Moovweb platform automatically keeps
content, features and business logic synchronized across all touch points, in real time.
Moovweb competitors include Sencha and
Netbiscuits.
For companies trying to decide whether to
develop their mobile applications in HTML5
or go native, there are various considerations,
as we discuss in this report:
• An HTML5 app will work on a larger numreports.informationweek.com
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ber of devices; however, HTML5 support varies
by browser, so developers will need to test the
application on multiple devices to ensure correct functionality.
• An HTML5 app requires reasonable
connectivity. Mobile broadband coverage is
good nowadays, but especially in poor signal
conditions, the app may function slowly or
not at all. HTML5 will also work better for
simpler apps with more limited interaction.
• HTML5 will not work as well as a local app
if accessing device functions such as cameras
(for scanning information), contact lists and
location.
Application, Mobile Commerce, ‘Back EndAs-a-Service’ Platforms
The alternative for businesses mobilizing
their commerce applications, whether by
app or Web, is to use a mobile platform. Antenna Software and Kony Solutions, both of
which we interviewed, are two leaders, but
this is a varied space, as reflected in Gartner’s
Magic Quadrant for Mobile Application Development Platforms and CIO magazine’s list

of its 10 Top Mobile Application Development Platforms.
In our interviews with Antenna Software
and Kony, we learned that both provide sophisticated development environments to
target multiple mobile platforms, contain security features, employ mobile device management and integrate with existing enterprise systems. Kony told us that capabilities of
different platforms don’t differ that greatly
when looking at the creation of the mobile
application itself but do vary significantly
when considering deployment support, device management, content management,
testing and security features.
Both companies are seeing increasing
emphasis on mobile commerce, although
among their customers, most are focusing on
mobilizing e-commerce sites and are not
doing much yet with mobile wallets. Use of
geolocation is also a growing trend; this
enables targeted promotions and helps customers find the closest stores. Developers can
hook into device-location capabilities with
their apps (usually easier with a native app
March 2013 17
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Figure 11
than a Web app) or they can consider working
with companies that specialize in locationbased mobile commerce services, such as Location Labs, Placecast and Xtify.
The investment in a mobile platform is considerable, both in licensing and learning
curve, so these platforms are best suited for
businesses making a strategic commitment to
mobility support across multiple applications.
Those mobilizing just one or two applications
might want to do that natively, according to
Kony; the break-even point occurs for perhaps
five applications.
As an alternative to a general-purpose platform, consider platforms geared specifically for
mobile commerce. A software-as-a-service example is mShopper, which can host an entire
store, including inventory and order management. Recently mShopper partnered with SingleFeed to add the ability to deliver information to comparison-shopping websites.
Using a mobile commerce platform may
facilitate development of the mobile capability, but it might also mean that the mobile site
operates somewhat independently of any

e-commerce capability. Alternatively, check
whether your e-commerce platform has
mobile capabilities. For example, Oracle
Endeca has a mobile version, called Oracle
Endeca for Mobile, that powers mobile
browsers, as well as supporting iPhone and
iPad apps.
Recent additions to the space are “mobile
back end-as-a-service” platforms that provide
mobile Web and app developers with a convenient means to integrate their applications
with services such as cloud storage, push notifications and social networks. They also provide APIs and SDKs for developers. There are
dozens of companies in this space, including
Kinvey, Parse and StackMob; see a more complete list and an ecosystem map.
A potentially powerful organization that
may impact mobile commerce and application development is Merchant Customer
Exchange. The MCX mission statement reads
in part: “Merchant Customer Exchange was
created by a group of the nation’s leading
merchants with a singular purpose: offering
consumers a customer-focused, versatile and

Top Mobile Platform Vendors
Company/Platform
Adobe PhoneGap
Andanza Technologies
Antenna Software
Appcelerator
Apple (Passport)
AppMobi
Data Systems International
Dojo
Google, Google Commerce
IBM (Mobile Portal Accelerator)
jQuery Mobile
Kinvey
Kony
Location Labs
Microsoft (Windows Mobile, Windows Wallet)
Moovweb
mShopper
Netbiscuits
Oracle (Endeca for Mobile)
Parse
Placecast
RIM BlackBerry
SAP Mobile
Sencha
Spring Wireless
StackMob
Sybase Unwired Platform (SAP)
Usablenet
Verivo
Xtify
R6600313/5
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seamlessly integrated mobile commerce platform.” MCX indicates it will announce additional merchants and details of its product offerings in the near future.
Given the rising importance and growth of
the emerging mobile commerce marketplace, we expect to see a significant number
of mergers and acquisitions as the diverse
mobile commerce ecosystem develops vertical channels and as larger software companies seek to augment their mobile commerce capabilities. While this will result in
some consolidation, we also envision a
steady stream of new market entrants, with
the likely result that the number of mobile
platforms, with varying degrees of commerce capabilities, will remain large. Choosing among them represents a significant
challenge.
For additional guidance in developing
mobile applications, see InformationWeek’s
“App Dev in the Age of Mobility” report.
Security: Card Standards, Platform
Support, Authentication
reports.informationweek.com
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Given increasing security concerns about
the Internet in general, any mobile commerce
system that is compromised will have an
adverse effect on adoption. Conversely,
payment methods that users consider to be
more secure, without compromising ease of
use, could find readier acceptance. Businesses
and developers involved with payment cards
need to follow industry security practices such
as those of the PCI Security Standards Council,
which has standards and supporting guidelines that address payment card security.
Important for both mobile wallets and
cloud-based wallets is authentication. How
do you ensure that the person making the
transaction is the correct person? Traditional
credit cards were intended as a two-factor
system, with one factor the possession of the
card and the other factor the signature —
although in practice, nobody looks at the
signature, making credit cards weak from an
authentication standpoint. Credit card companies and banks simply absorb the consequent fraud losses and pass on the costs.
Mobile phone wallets require the posses-

sion of the phone combined with a PIN. One
security researcher, Kenneth P. Weiss, says
storing an account number and PIN in a
mobile phone is inadvisable. Weiss advocates
a three-factor approach of a user entering a
PIN and then additionally speaking for voice
biometric authentication. He also argues for
more secure communication with the pointof-sale terminal, and that in particular NFC (or
Bluetooth or other) communication should
never include the user’s account number, PIN
or any other sensitive information.
Biometrics may indeed play a role. For example, according to the December Mobile Wallet
Report, Apple is expected to employ fingerprint identification in future iPhones. After all,
Apple did pay $356 million in 2012 to buy AuthenTec, a developer of fingerprint sensor
technology. Facial-recognition technology
may also play a role.
A comprehensive security approach is
central to mobile commerce applications.
One advantage of many of the mobile application platforms discussed above is that they
contain comprehensive security features,
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such as on-device secure storage, secure
communications and device wiping.

More Reading
Europay-MasterCard-Visa Information
Intuit Payment Wallet SDK
Merchant Customer Exchange
National Automated Clearinghouse Association
NFC Forum Specifications
NFC World
PCI Security Standards Council
R6600313/6
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that can assist with application development,
although given the large number, finding the
best one to use will require investigation.

Some Recommendations
This report has covered many aspects of
mobile commerce, but some of the conclusions and recommendations for businesses
wanting to deploy mobile commerce applications distill into the following points:
• Mobile commerce is in its infancy, but it is
happening now, it is growing quickly and
most businesses should have some strategy
for dealing with it.
• The first step for most businesses is to
mobilize existing e-commerce systems,
followed by mobile-specific aspects such as
taking advantage of user location.
• Cloud-based mobile wallet systems
represent the most immediate opportunity
for mobile payment integration; however,
businesses should monitor NFC-wallet developments. Having apps that can work with
bar codes and QR codes will facilitate cloudwallet integration.
• There are many forms of mobile platforms
© 2013 InformationWeek, Reproduction Prohibited
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